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ST 201 - STATISTICAL INFERENCE - I

Answer all questions

Time : Two hours

A random sa.rnple XyXz, .. ,X" is taken from a Poisson distribution with mean )
and i[ js requjred to esrimare d - .\2.

(r)

(b)

Show that the sample rnean, *, is a sufficient statistic for 9.

Eraiuate E(*) a.nd E(X2) and hence find an unbiased estimator of, based on

X.

Find the Cramer - Rao iower bound for the variaDce of unbiased estimators of d.

Find the effciency of your estimatot in the case n : 1.

Define

i. A m (imum iikolilood estimator.

- ii. A method of moment estimator.

random sample X1, X2, . . . , X, is obtained from a distribution with probability

ity function,
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where o(> 0) and B(> 0) a,re unknown parameters.

Estimate o and B by using the method of moments_

tcJ DeJFrmine rhp maximum likelibood eslinaJe for o, in th" toiilii
ily distdbution based on a random sample of size ri:

J \x) -- 
-e7;:'z ' x > 0

LJJ. (a) Suppose that two independent random samples of n1 ard. n2 observations are
selected from normal populations with means p! and va-riances o!,,i: I,2. We
wish to construct a confidence interval for the variance ratio "]. 
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be a. defined below,
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Then find a confidence interval for 9 I{, with confidence coelficient (1 _ a). i
A random sample of rr1 = 10 observations on breaking strength ol a tvpe ofl
glass gave sr2 : 2.31 (measurementg were made in pounds per square ,.i1. e"l
independent random sampie of n2 : 16 measurements on a second machine. bur I
with the sarne kird of glass gave s3 = 3,68. Esiimate the true varia.trce ratio, { |
in 9090 confidenne inrerval. "i I
A facrorr operates wirh rwo marhines of rype A and one mach;n. oltype B. Thel
week y repai r cosr s y lor r he uype A ma.ch ine" cre normall r djst r ibu ted rvi* *""0 I
p1 and variance ar. The weekly repajr cosrs X ior machines of uype B er I
normally distributed but with meaD p2 and varia.nce U"r. ,n" 
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cost per week for the factory is then 2p1 + p2. If you are give' u ,u,rdn* .u*ol, I
Yr,Y,. ,Y, on costs of.type,4 machines and an independent ,urrdo- "rrn,"l
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Define the following terms

i. Unbiased estimate.

ii. Suficiency.

Sopporu Xr, Xr, , Xn anrlYt.Yz,. . ., yn axe independent random samples from

populations with means p1 and pz and variances or2 and or2 respectively. Suppose

that the populations are normally distributed with of : ol : o2. Show thai

L(x,-x)'+L& rY

(2n - 2)

is a consistent estimator of d2.

Let Xt, X2,. . . 
, & be a random sample from a population with probability den-

siw function,

f @,e) : 0re-1, 0

Show that tr = fI Xt is suficient for d.

t-1
Suppose Yr,Yz, .,Y, is a random sample

density function

lrom a population with probability

<lr<I, 0>0.

( l-"'^', v,o, a> l
fla):1 0+1.

[ 0. elsewhpre.

Suggest a suitable statistic to be used as an unbiased estimator for d.


